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COURSE REVIEW - BUCK’S RUN

The Buck’s Run Golf Course
has been a major attraction in
the Mount Pleasant area since
it opened for business in July of
2000.
Fisher Lake, show above,
was the main quarry for Fisher
Companies mining operation
that was halted in 1990. Besides
Lake Fisher there are two other
smaller lakes and the Chippewa
River that could come into more
than half the holes.
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The view overlooking the water hazard separating the 18th tee and the fairway. The long par-4 has a couple
of avenues to the green. Take the high road gives you a safer shot to the green But the long-ball hitters have the
option to take the lower plateau for a shot over another smaller body of water.
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Front
Black
White
Gold
Red

(yards)
3,479
3,250
3,026
2,626

Back
Black
White
Gold
Red

(yards)
3,286
3,025
2,875
2,478

Total (Slope)
(yards)
Black (135)
6,765
White (127)
6,275
Gold (M124 W135) 5,901
Red (120)
5,104
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The first hole gives
you a chance for a
birdie or par to start
your round. From the
tips, it only plays 352
yards with a generous
landing zone. Like most
of the greens at Buck’s
Run, it’s important to
be on the right plateau.
Playing the golds
(third set of tees) is
5,901 yards for 18
holes. I found four
holes on the front that I
played from the reds to
give me a total of 5,775
yards. The back nine
I stayed with the gold
tees.

The second hole is where the ‘fun’ begins. Down the left, is an unplayable tree-ligned hazard. On the right is water hazard on this long par-4.
Water also could come into play on the second or third shot to the green. The tee boxes at Buck’s Run gives golfers a variety of views to the fairways
and greens.
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No. 3 is the first par-5 on the course. It has a very narrow chute from the tee box. There are a couple of fairway bunkers. On the third fairway, above,
there is a plaque that gives you necessary distances to avoid bad judgements.
Also, it’s imperative to stay in the fairway, it’s too easy to get into trouble with an errant shot. Below, is the No. 4 hole, the first par-3 on the course.
All the par-3s are postcard views with water playing a role in your shot selection.
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Above photos, two more views of the No. 4, par-3. The one on the left, is the view just from in front of the gold tees. The green slants right to left toward the water. The photo on the right is the view across Lake Fisher toward the clubhouse. Below, left, No. 5, par-4, where your tee shot needs to be
far enough past the corner on this dogleg hole. Below, right, is a picturesque view on the No. 6, par-5 from an upper level tee box.
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Above, is the view of the No. 8 hole from the gold and red tees. Our flag was hidden behind the trees on the left hand side. Below is a good finishing
hole on the front nine with a dogleg right.
Sand bunkers are on the left side of the fairway after the turn around the water. Large green to hit into. With the flag on the far right of the green, it
becomes a tough pin placement. I found the smart play was to aim for the left center of the green.
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Above, the chute
coming out of the
No. 11 tee box.
Tee shot can be
hit too far and run
through the fairway. Still, the tee
shot needs to be
far enough not to
be blocked by the
trees on the right
side. There are
a couple of sand
bunkers protecting
the left side.
Left, the No. 12,
par-5. The fairway
is very contouring
from left to right.
Fairway also
narrows a bit on
your second shot.
Although the back
nine is shorter,
the greens seem
to have more of
contour texture to
them.
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Above left, the par-4, No. 13 hole, is only 359 yards from the tips, however, it is straight uphill off the tee shot. Above right, while at the top of No 14,
you can see the No. 17 hole for a preview where the pin is located. Below, the par-3 No. 14 where wind can play a major factor in club selection.
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Above left, the No. 15, par-5 hole has a marsh that should easily be carried, however, don’t take it for granted. The second set of marsh land can be
reached with your drive. The closer you are to the marsh gives the golfer a chance to reach the green in two for a possible eagle. Above, right, the No.
16 hole fairway has many contours to it. There are a couple of sand bunkers that protect the green (see below left). Below right is the view of the green
on the short par-3, No. 17 hole.
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Above, view from the upper plateau of the No. 18 green.
Left, is the 18-hole, putting island.
It is a great place to settle bets after your round. The putting
course has real grass and hazards throughout the layout.
Below, is the back view of the Buck’s Run Clubhouse that features the Pro Shop, Quarry Grill Restaurant and a banquet facility.

